Peshtigo River
Rafting/Kayaking

Check-in at the Wildman Adventure Resort
Peshtigo River Outpost
N12080 Allison Lane | Athelstane, WI 54104

DESCRIPTION:
The Peshtigo River is a class II-IV river that is know as
one of the longest continuous stretches of whitewater
in the Midwest. The water levels on this river rise and
fall throughout the season, with the most exciting
whitewater in the spring (around April and May). We
have five different styles of rafts and kayaks, all of
which are appropriate for different water levels. During
the spring, it is common to run the river in large 10 foot
rafts. During the summer months, you will more likely
find yourself in an individual inflatable kayak.
Our shuttle bus takes you upstream to the “put-in”
where you will experience all of the whitewater action
of the famous “Roaring Rapids” of the Peshtigo River.
Granite rock formations and spectacular scenery are
encountered along the tree-lined shores of the river.
The Wildman Adventure Resort has private access
to the river frontage along the rapids, which means
that you can hike and scout the rapids before you go
rafting. Our private landing by the rapids allows you
to re-run the most exciting rapids on the river without
trespassing!

During summer periods of low water levels, you can
spend more “playtime” in the rapids and take out at
the Peshtigo River Outpost, avoiding the rocky section
downstream. At higher water levels, when the rocks
are hidden, we run the rapids past the Peshtigo River
Outpost to our lower take-out. All Peshtigo River trips
are appropriate for first timers.

WHAT TO BRING:
On warm days wear swimwear and sneakers or river
shoes (no flip-flops or bare feet). On cooler days, you
will need a windbreaker, or synthetic pullover (try
to avoid wearing cotton). Wetsuits
, paddle jackets,
booties, and
gloves will be
provided during the
spring season and
are available to rent
during the remainder
of the season.
Peshtigo River Outpost
t: 888-813-8524
N12080 Allison Ln. Athlestane, WI 54104
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